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Hongfa Company was founded in 1984.at the beginning of reform and opening 
up, three lines military factories set up window companies in coastal areas, which was 
financed by Jiangxi hongsheng electro-acoustic Equipment Factory (state-owned 4380 
Factory) and Xiamen Development Corporation. At firstly, it Main produced sound 
amplifying materials, due to poor quality, aged equipments and many other reasons, it 
stopped in 1987. At the same year, after the arrival of newly appointed general 
manager Mr. Guo Manjin,He decided to change to produced relays, Meanwhile, 
mapped out the strategic objective: take quality as fundamental and export-oriented. 
After nearly 30 years of development, it formed a completely industrial chain, scale 
and volume ranks first in China, third in the world. In 2012, through the restructured 
of hubei liyang, it landed A-share market. In 2015, sales income reached 4.2 billion 
yuan, net profit reached 670 million yuan. In 2020, Sales income will reach 10 billion 
yuan. It will rank first in the world of relay industry, which covers Home appliance, 
automotive, industrial automation, power, low voltage electrical appliances, 
communications and military applications, the world's first product line covers the 
appliance, automotive, industrial automation, power, low-voltage electrical, 
communications and military applications, Achieve company mid-strategic objective, 
product share will jump to third of the global market. 
Hongfa have developed 30 years accompanied by China's reform and opening up, 
in the rapid economic development 30 years, numerous companies such like Hongfa 
had a similar development history. Through research its 30 years development process 
of marketing strategy, it would be a very good reference. This paper firstly analysis of 
the external environment which included the macro-environment、 the industry 
environment and competitive advantage. Secondly, Through by PEST、SWOT、
financial statements and other tools and methods, analysis the company's internal 
environment. Thirdly, through the market segmentation, analysis of Hongfa company 
product potential target market positioning, Finally, on the basis of the analysis of the 
environmental and market segmentation, research on high value-added brand 
marketing mode and the nature of marketing competition, highly combined with the 
actual hongfa situation, summarized hongfa marketing strategies and tactics which 
include brand stature strategy、product strategy, pricing strategy, distribution strategy, 
Category of communication strategy. 
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